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Abstract. With the explosive development of the Internet of things technology
in recent years, the Internet of things technology is also used more and more
widely in modern agricultural production. For mass sensor data was produced by
the Internet of things in agricultural production, While big data bring many bene‐
fits and unprecedented challenges to users. The Internet of things in agriculture
production produces some complexity problem which are mass sensor data’s
Scale, sensor data’s heterogeneity and mass sensor data’s operation, distribution
of sensor, high concurrency of data is written etc. In the presence of these prob‐
lems, this paper put forward a kind solution of agricultural private cloud sensor
data Platform, which is named “Sensor PrivateClouds Platform” (SPCP). The
Private cloud platform including following modules, All of these are distributed
sensor data caching module based on cluster of memercached and Nginx load
(SensorCache); heterogeneous data adapter of sensor module (SensorAdpter),
distributed computing storage module based on hadoop’ HDFS (SensorStorage),
efficient query module of sensor data warehouse based on the Hive (SensorStore),
management module of sensor metadata (SensorManager), parallel sensor data
analysis module (SensorNum) based on the map-reduce of the hadoop, cloud
service of sensor data module (SensorPublish) based on webservice. The exper‐
imental results show that SPCP have had the abilities which are mass sensor data
storage, cleaning of heterogeneous sensor data, real-time query and processing
of mass sensor data. These abilities provides a feasible solution for the hetero‐
geneous data storage and mass sensor data’s query in the Internet of things of
agriculture production.
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1 Introduction

For improving the efficiency of agricultural production, the Internet of things technology
also has been widely used in modern agriculture, its main purpose is to collect plenty of
sensor data in agricultural production, through the analysis of the sensor data for the
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agricultural production and utilization to further improve the efficiency of agricultural
production. However, in the face of characteristic that are wide area of the production,
poor environmental conditions, weak signal of communications in agricultural produc‐
tion, collection and utilization of the sensor data is faced with many challenges. For IOT
to compared with Internet, facing the core issues is the storage and query of mass heter‐
ogeneous sensor data, processing a large number of sensor’s intelligent analysis and
work together, complex events such as automatic detection and effective coping [1].
These technology research of problems are relatively limited. Through the application
of sensor data in agricultural production, agricultural Internet of things can be found the
following problems in the sensory data is:

The big sensor data. Internet of things of agriculture usually contain vast amounts
of sensors nodes. Most of these sensors such as GPS sensors, temperature sensors,
humidity sensors, these sensors are usually deployed in many different parks or more
agricultural production environment in the form of group sensor network [2]. And each
sensor can timing acquire the latest sensor data, the sensor data gathering to the storage
of sensor data network node. The storage nodes is more than store the recent sensor data
and in most cases also need to store a historical data such as 1 year all the historical
sensor data value for meeting the needs of the complicated data’s processing and anal‐
ysis. As you can imagine the above data is huge, ordinary server storage for huge
amounts of sensory data storage, transmission, query and analysis will be an unprece‐
dented challenge. Heterogeneity of sensory data. The sensor data collection network
nodes may include different kinds of sensors such as the environment parameter sensors,
geographic information sensor, geological, meteorological sensors, video sensor and so
on in a large agricultural production environment. While each kind of sensor also
includes many specific sensors such as environment parameters of sensors can be subdi‐
vided into soil temperature sensor, a soil moisture sensor, co2 sensor, light intensity
sensor, air temperature sensor, humidity sensor and oxygen sensors. These sensors are
not only the structure and function is different, and the format of the sensor data
according to the design of the sensor are also different. This will cause the heterogeneity
of sensory data [3]. This heterogeneity has greatly enhanced the difficulty of software
development and data processing. According to the above problem, this paper proposes
a agricultural seneor data Platform based on private cloud which named “Sensor Priva‐
teClouds Platform” (SPCP).

2 Overall Design of Private Cloud in Agricultural Sensor Data
Platform

SPCP platform mainly includes the design of Sensor-Cache, which is deploy on a cluster
server of MemerCached and Nginx, while is designed as a distributed cache component;
Sensor-Adpter which is a adapte component of multi-source heterogeneous sensor data;
Sensor-Storage is designed as a distributed storage server based on Hadoop Distributed
File System, Sensor-Store is a kind of warehouse which contains sensor meta data,
Sensor-Store can efficiently query and compute sensor data via the Hive; Sensor-
Manager realize a management system of sensor basic information; Sensor-Num is a
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component of distributed computing based on the map-reduce of the hadoop; Sensor-
Publish is designed as a WebService which realize sensor data’s service.

Overall architecture of the SPCP is four levels, First Level is interface level, It contain
SensorCache and SensorAdpter. First level mainly complete sensor data’s receiving and
transforming. Second level is Applications level. It contains SensorPublish and
SensorNum. Second level mainly provide private cloud service of analysis and publish.
Third Level is manage level which contains SensorManager, it mainly complete
management of sensor data and cloud module. Fourth level is storage level which
contains SensorStorage and SensorStore. It mainly complete storage of sensor data in
private cloud platform. SensorStorage and SensorStore mainly implements the data
storage, operation, and query of huge mass data [4]. The platform used the hadoop
distributed file system, in order to HBase as non-relational data storage, HIVE for
processing and query of mass sensor data. Building sensor data management system on
top of hadoop platform structures, the user can manage data access of sensor data node,
real-time monitoring, history query and other functions through the web mode. Overall
architecture of sensor data network platform is shown below (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of sensor data web platform

3 The Design of SensorCache Based on Private Cloud in Hadoop
Sensor Data Platform

Sensor data platform use the hadoop distributed file system for data storage and query,
now the hadoop platforms use HBase column storage methods for storage, use Hive data
warehouse for data query operation, but the experiment proved that real-time latency
situation is obvious when the currently used Hive query mass data. It is the problems
the entire sensor data platform is facing at present. According to the above problem [5],
this paper studies a kind of the cache cluster architecture on top of sensor data platform,
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cache cluster cache sensor data for a period of time and use the Mysql relational database
for sensor data’s disaster backup in a period of time. This cache cluster can achieve real-
time effect in mass data query. The structure of the cache cluster diagram is shown below
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the cache cluster diagram

3.1 The Design of the Memcached and Mysql Cluster

The design of Memcached and Mysql cluster is a kind of method based on querying
optimization and sensor data backup of Memcached and Mysql cluster. The cluster is
used Memcached cluster as sensor data cache service that does not have direct access
sensor data from Mysql and liberating the real database. The Mysql so only is used for
the history the sensor data’s backup, so as to reduce load when the hadoop query mass
data. Cluster’s cache is make full use of multiple servers network memory, CPU and
server memory, its basic process of data access as shown in Fig. 1, When the cache
cluster is started, the cache cluster first query out the all sensor data for one day from
hadoop data platform by using Hive, and stored the sensor data in the corresponding
Memcached server through the distributed algorithm, so that in the next trip, user can
obtained the sensor data from the corresponding Memcached server. When number of
sensor data reach the specified value, the cache server automatically delete useless cache
based on the LRU algorithm, the frequency of accessing database will have obvious
drop even zero, it is good for mass data query service. Even database mainly perform
sensor data disaster backup, the low configuration database also can easily complete [6].

Sensor data’s high concurrent writing is divided into three steps, the first step happens
in the cache strategy layer, sensor data will be sent by wireless sensor networks into
Memcached nodes via the first layer of the load polling, Memcached node will cache
the sensor data as gateway node for the key, sensor data for the value. The second is
concurrent sensor data archived Mysql is used to backup history data. Finally, in the
time of few users, the cache cluster enable the cache data write to hadoop’s sensor data
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service platform in a distributed file system. The cache cluster meet mass sensor data
storage, also has reached the efficient querying requirement of real-time mass sensor
data.

4 The Design of SensorManager Based on Private Cloud in Hadoop
Sensor Data Platform

Sensor data management system is deployed on a sensor data cluster as a management
system. It was mainly used in data access of the wireless sensor network, management
of nodes, real-time monitoring of sensor data, query of historical sensor data and simple
mass sensor data processing, etc.

Sensor data management system is build with J2EE enterprise architecture. The
server used the Spring MVC framework, front end used jquery + backbone. Js +
HTML5. Sensor data management system is set up in the hadoop data platform between
hadoop cluster and cache strategy cluster, cache cluster mainly complete the sensor data
query service as query of real-time and query of short-term history sensor data. Query
and analysis of mass sensor data are processed in the hadoop distributed file system [7].

Sensor data management system provides the user for a kind of cloud services of
sensor data as entrance door of private cloud. The graph is sensor data management
system’s operating interface (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Data management system of hadoop sensor data platform.

5 The Design of SensorStorage and SensorStor in Sensor Data
Platform

Agricultural sensor data’s structure is single and mass. Using relational database for
persistence in the early stages that does not take into the characteristics of sensor data’s
large scale and distributed. With the development of IOT technology, relational database
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processed data and have a bottleneck. The general solution is that copy tables or
distribute storages on different server’s partition, but the cost of installation and opera‐
tion is very high. Through distributed storage system(such as HDFS) technology, the
server can dynamically change storage nodes by elasticity features, while the existing
storage way of sensor data will not be changed sensor data is distributed on server
cluster [8].

Hadoop sensor data storage platform is designed by hadoop open source framework
which is used by the hadoop’s HDFS system. The platform used of natural database
HBase in hadoop, and make a distributed storage of mass sensor data. Its advantage lies
in the dynamic increase and decrease of distributed cluster, backuping redundancy and
efficient distributed computing.

The sensor data platform adopts 6 server cluster, including one namenode, four data
nodes, one manager zookeeper. Sensor data platform obtained history sensor data from
the cache cluster and transfer to HBase. Using simple analysis service interface of mass
data via the HIVE. Figure 4 for architecture diagram of hadoop sensor data platform.

Fig. 4. Architecture diagram of hadoop sensor data platform.

5.1 The Design of NoSql’s Sensor Data

Sensor data’s storage contains two NoSql relationship tables, the tables respectively
contain the table of sensor’s meta information and table of sensors original data. The
table of sensor’s meta information is mainly designed to save sensor’s meta basic infor‐
mation. Among the table, SensorId is designed for a column family as a row with the
field named sensorInfo. SensorInfo store sensor’s meta information by key-value pairs
such as sensor-name, sensor-coordinates, sensor-info for a column. Which contains
(sensorInfo: id, sensorInfo: net-IP, sensorInfo: net-port, sensorInfo: region servers,
sensorInfo: avaCapacity, sensorInfo: location). The table of sensors’ original data
mainly store original sensors’ data of sensor. The table has a raw which contains sensorId
and reverse timestamp, field “data” is designed for a family of column which
contains(data: temperature, data: carbon-dioxide, data: soil-temperature, data: humidity,
data: soil-humidity, data: light) [10].
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How big data of sensors can be efficiently read is the key technology in DSM plat‐
form. A primary key of “sensorid” is used for a row’s identification which describe the
table of sensor information. While row key used a id which combines sensor’s identi‐
fication and timestamp for the table of sensor original data. So that we can query real-
time data from sensor original data via timestamp. As shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Design of sensor data table

6 Conclusions

This paper analyzes the problems of big sensor data’s acquisition, mass storage and big
data analysis in the background of development and application of the IOT and cloud
computing technology, with the IOT and cloud computing were wildly applied in the
modern agricultural production, these problems brought about the bottleneck is worthy
of our attention and solve. To solve the problems existing in the storage of big data, this
paper designed a architecture of SPCP, build a wireless sensor network clustering, cache
policy cluster and sensor data storage based on hadoop platform. Wireless sensor
network realize sensor data acquisition in high concurrency and load balancing, the
cache cluster realize efficient real-time query and data backup, data storage platform
based on hadoop has realized the huge mass data distributed storage and parallel
computing. Experiments show that using SPCP is good at accessing concurrent data,
high efficient query and calculation, mass data storage, solved a series of problems
brought by the big data.
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